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Spartan does not sell or implement software - this is an unbiased guide to assist you in your
decision making process…we offer 100% Software Finance when you need it.
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so you think
software can
improve your
processes?

intro
There are loads of online resources with
lists of software vendors. If you’re not careful, you could spend hours searching the
web and still not have a good idea of all the
potential offerings and if they address your
needs.

Want to know more about
software? Read our software
buying guide…

To select the right vendor for your needs,
you need to be methodical and the best
way to do this is to go through a set of key
evaluation criteria namely:
1. competencies of the vendor
2. capabilities of the vendor
3. relationship dynamic between you and
the vendor
4. nature of the contracting agreement
between you and the vendor

to select the
right vendor for
your needs, you
need to be
methodical

click here to
download
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competencies
of the vendor

step 1
competencies of the
vendor
You need to find out whether the vendor
has a verifiable track record in implementing the solution you require, this can be
done by requesting references. Make sure
that these references consist of companies similar to yours. References will help
enormously. Try to talk to at least 2-3 references to get a good range of answers to
your questions. Let them also give you their
overall thoughts on the software.
N.B: In your request ensure that the list of
references should consist of
companies similar to yours
Here are some prerequisites for the
companies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

be in the same industry
of similar size to yours
have similar business requirements
worked with the software 			
for at least a year

Here are some questions you could
ask them:
1. what was the true cost of the
software (including upkeep and
maintenance)?
2. what is the quality of the support you
receive from the reseller/vendor?
3. have you experienced any problems
with the software?
4. how has the solution cut costs or 		
improved efficiency? (ask them to be
as specific as possible)
5. what does your company receive 		
from the vendor in return for being a 		
reference?
6. what would you have done differently
when selecting/implementing this 		
software?
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step 1...continued
1. find out if the vendor offers systems,
processes and people to assist you not
only now but in the future as well
• you will have questions regarding
the software when using it and you
could potentially experience technical bugs. This is why it is important
to fully understand the customer
service plan offered by the vendor.
Some support may be free and some
may not. Make sure there is a clear
understanding of what is included,
what isn’t included, and what alternatives may be available
2. what systems and processes do they
use? Do they offer assistance via a call
centre, logging ticket system or online
chats? Is support available 24/7? Does
the vendor hold annual user meetings?
These are questions you will need to ask
3. training: training is one of the most important elements of any software implementation. Always ask what training is
included and what additional training is
available, how does training take place
and what are the possible costs of
training

you need to
find out whether
the vendor has
a verifiable
track record in
implementing
the solution you
require
.
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step 2

develop
evaluation
criteria by
creating
requirements

capabilities of the
vendors
This means looking at the vendor’s credibility by doing some screening. Essentially,
you need to check their background and
find out how long they have been in business. You could ask details about their
financials, their management and managerial structure. To get a bit more specific and get a good sense of the vendor’s
capabilities you could ask for the number
of customers they have currently and their
retention rates.

essentially, you
need to check
their background
and find out how
long they have
been in business

10 questions you could ask:
1. how long has the company been in 		
business?
2. how many employees does it have, and
who is responsible for what?
3. what is the company’s financial
situation? (don’t be afraid to ask if the
company is in debt)
4. how many customers do they have?
5. what is the size of the vendor?
6. do they consider themselves a top-tier,
mid-tier or low-tier player?
7. who are their top 5 biggest customers?
8. what is their core business in terms of
industry? (do they specialise in software
related to your industry?)
9. is there an investment group backing
them?
10.would you be the largest or smallest 		
client?
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step 3
relationship dynamic
between you and the
vendor
Make sure that there is a working culture
match between you and the vendor. The
objective is to build a partnership with a
vendor that fully understands your business
and your needs. The vendor should be able
to relate and clearly identify the solution for
your needs.
This possible deal is definitely about gains
for both companies involved therefore
ensure that both parties are on the same
wavelength, this will ensure a successful
partnership. This means being able to trust
the vendor in delivering whatever they
promise.

develop
evaluation
criteria by
creating
requirements
the objective
is to build a
partnership with
a vendor that
fully understands
your business
and your needs
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solution
identification

step 4
nature of the
contracting agreement
between you and the
vendor
Inherently software has lock-in tendencies,
you need to mitigate these aspects are far
as possible, you should consider:
1. recurring costs and services
• you need to find out what is the
true cost of the software (including
upkeep and maintenance). Does
the pricing include the software,
number of user licenses, upgrades,
maintenance, training, etc..? This will
help you to avoid negative surprises.
Ensure that you are aware of all
potential costs
2. implementation timelines
• think about how the software has to
run with your existing systems and
business processes. Find out whether the vendor offers implementation
support and how long implementation will take
3. upgrades
• anticipate upgrades - the software
you will be using may evolve and
you don’t want to be left behind. How
often will the software vendor upgrade and how much will this cost?

4. account management
• this comes down to discussing who
will be managing your account. This
person should be able to assist you
efficiently, if assistance is required.
Ensure that you can change the
account manager if you are unhappy
with the service you are getting
5. response times to requests or
incidents
• this relates to the customer service
and support you will receive from
your software vendor. Discuss these
with them and make sure that they
are reasonable
6. your data and how they can use it if
at all
• you will need to integrate your date
with the new software. The vendor
should be flexible and must be able
to work with your data
7. terms for exiting
• ask the vendor what happens if you
need to leave. What would happen
to your data? How does the exit
process work? What are your obligations for payment and restraints?
It is always a good idea to plan for
contingencies
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step 5
how else can I pay for
the software?
what are the possible payment options?
There are a range of options - some of which are known, some are less known...some of which
are smart, some are less smart. The table below provides some insight to help you make your
decision - use these options relative to your context.
payment options matrix
possible options

pros

cons

when is it smart?

overdraft

• if already in place - it might be
quicker to write the cheque

• there will be an interest/finance
• when you have an
charge
abundant overdraft 		
• using working capital facilities
facility - and you have a crisis
(meant for short term needs) to
need
fund long term is a mis-match
• given our unpredictable & volatile
markets - it is prudent to
conserve an overdraft facility

cash

• no interest/finance charge
• it might be quicker to write the
cheque

• this is often the most expensive
form of payment for a business
- as cash is an equity used to pay
for things that cannot be funded
... generating much higher
returns than the interest cost of
borrowing
• given our unpredictable &
volatile markets - it is prudent to
conserve a cash facility

• when you have
abundant cash - and 		
you have a crisis 			
need

credit card

• may be quicker
• suitable for small purchase
amounts

• very high interest/finance charge
• cost of software may exceed
available credit
• software supplier unlikely to
accept credit card payment

• if the purchase is a
tiny amount

selling your kidneys

• depends on your mental state

• you may die

• when the kidney
market is topping 		
the gold market

• there is an interest/finance cost
• there is a 24-48 hour application
process

• when you need to
fund acquisition, licenses 		
implementation, consulting,
development and training
• when you need to conserve your
cash and overdraft facilities for
future/other needs

100% Software Finance • you can get all the software you
need - without postponing until
you have surplus cash
• you don’t have to cut down the
scope of the project
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step 5...continued
what is 100% Software Finance?

why use 100% Software Finance?

Software Finance is the new way to
acquire all the software that your business
needs without the onerous upfront costs.
It is easily affordable and gives you the
competitive edge that your business
requires - now.

Business software is critical, but often
unaffordable! So change the way your
business acquires it…

Much like car finance – software finance
enables an affordable solution: predictable
monthly instalments.
Spartan has funded ‘all things IT’ for over
30 years - we will fund your software
acquisition, licenses, implementation &
customisation.
types of software:
Spartan provides 100% Software Finance
for any software your business may need
including:
• company-wide applications like ERP,
CRM and accounting systems, all
of which are used widely across the
organisation
• specialised or niche software, such as
business intelligence and business
process management systems
• software for customised web and
mobile application development
• annual Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
payments

Your business can now afford to operate
with all the software it needs - without
it crippling your cash flow…Spartan
offers 100% Software Finance for all your
business needs. Enabling you to preserve
cash & rely on predetermined monthly
payments.
If you want to invest your cash flow in
growing your business – finance your
software.
how else can I pay for the software?
Apply here and we will contact you for the
information we require…
http://www.spartan.co.za/contact-us/
We will contact you and ask for the
information regarding your request.
Processing of your application will begin
immediately upon submittal. Once we have
received all the necessary information,
the credit decision will be provided to you
within 48 hours.
Spartan is a direct funder which means your
business will always be directly with us
- we do not discount our finance solutions
to anyone else.
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selection &
implementation

step 6

now the real
work begins!
After you have reviewed each vendor
summarise and compare them on a one
pager. The vendor with the greatest overall
capacity, fit and relevance to your selection
criteria should be the one you select. Call in
the vendor and negotiate the best deal you
can. Implement a project discipline to the
implementation process.
Select a project champion - someone
who has the authority to make decisions.
Create a project team around the champion
and clearly define roles. Plan how you will
handle scoped changes and how if at all
there will be data migrations. Be sure to
include training at the appropriate times.

Need more advice?
We know that many businesses can
be overwhelmed by the wide choice of
software products available. The selection
is so broad that it’s difficult to decide what
to buy and we understand that it is critical
to make the right decision.
At Spartan we can assist in you in making
that decision, whether you are at the
beginning of the process and still trying to
define your needs or right at the end of it.
Our Software Experts can provide you with
guidance and support. Contact us now for
a Free Consultation.

click here to
contact us
how we can help you

Formally meet with your vendor regularly
for progress updates and to see if any
decision needs to be taken. Keep an eye
out for quality, cost and timings.
Now that you have implemented your
dream software be sure to follow up with
users within the first 3 months. Ensure
continuous usage so the staff do not go
back to their old ways.
Spartan does not sell or implement software - this is an unbiased guide to assist you in your
decision making process…we do offer 100% Software Finance when you need it.
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